Children deserve a village beyond the system
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finds you.

SOMETIMES YOUR PURPOSE IN LIFE

At least that’s how Maggie and Miguel describe it when asked why they decided to
become foster parents.
It was late in the day when Maggie and Miguel received a call from a frantic
caseworker. They could anticipate by the tone of her voice that this was an urgent
request to place a child in need in their care...a request that needed to be met that
same day.
They were prepared for a child but had no idea the age or gender. When you choose
to become foster parents, you don’t get to choose who or when. You just say yes.
A few essentials had been set aside, but that was about it. It’s difficult to create a
home for a child you know nothing about.
When the caseworker arrived with Ella, you could tell she was in a hurry. She was only
with the family long enough for them to sign the stack of papers. She dropped Ella off
with all her belongings in a small trashbag...all she had brought to begin a life in this
stranger’s home.
As the door closed behind the caseworker, Ella just stood there. A 13-year-old girl
in an unfamiliar situation, in the living room of an unknown house and in a new
neighborhood that was the farthest thing from normal she could imagine.
The anxiety of the transition had almost paralyzed her. Ella didn’t look up much in the
first hour. She just spoke softly and quietly as Maggie and Miguel tried to get to know
her and make conversation.
That night, Ella went to bed with a roof over her head, but without many of the things
she would need to get through the next weeks or months here. Maggie and Miguel
didn’t get much sleep at all, overwhelmed by suddenly having to turn their house into
a home for a 13-year-old girl...a girl whose background they knew nothing about, who
was part of a system they were just learning to navigate.
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It takes a village
			 to raise a child.
Sadly, Ella’s story is a common one. Every day, children are placed in foster
care with just the clothes on their back. They find themselves in unknown and
unpredictable situations, creating both short-term and long-term vulnerability in their
lives. It is a lonely place to be, especially for a child craving a sense of home.
The courageous foster families who step up to care for our community’s vulnerable
children also find themselves feeling alone and overwhelmed. Without a larger village
of support, they carry the weight of meeting the physical, emotional and spiritual
needs of a child they just met…and who they might only know for a few short weeks.
Our community’s vulnerable children and the foster families caring for them
deserve more. They need a village of support that goes beyond a system and helps
combat loneliness, burnout, overwhelm and ultimately the cycle of vulnerability.

IT ALS O TAKE S A
CO MMUNITY
TO S UP P O RT A FAM ILY.
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Vulnerable children are everywhere. We just don’t always know who
they are.
There are over 430,000 children in the U.S. foster care system due to abuse or neglect.
These are children who need to know they matter while their families wrestle through and
heal from their own struggles.
No parent ever chooses to send their child into foster care. But sometimes that’s the
best next step for the child caught in the middle of a difficult situation—for them and their
biological families.
Unfortunately, the instability and trauma of being removed from home has a lasting
impact on vulnerable children.
Children who experienced foster care account for roughly …

fill
the
gap

• 50% of the current U.S. homeless population
• 80% of human trafficking victims
And because of a foster system that failed them …
• 80% of children in foster care suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and
depression
• 90% of children with five or more foster placements will end up in the criminal justice
system
There is an urgent need to break the cycle of brokenness and care for innocent children
like Ella — and the foster families who are stepping up to fill the gap.
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The love of a foster family changes a life forever...but foster
families need help too.
When you experience unconditional love, it changes everything. And that’s what foster
families give to vulnerable children.
But just like a child needs a village to help them discover the world and live into their
potential, the families who live and love on the front lines need a support system too.
Half of all licensed foster homes quit after their first placement. Most foster families
foster for less than a year, citing burnout as the reason.
They don’t quit because their passion changed or they changed their minds. They quit
because the responsibility was too much for one family to do all on their own. They
needed help the child welfare system wasn’t designed or prepared to provide.
Foster families without the right support system often feel chronically overwhelmed
and defeated.
This creates more instability for the children in their care and the many others who
need safe homes and loving parents to stand in the gap for them in their time of need.
And everyone loses when that happens. Everyone.
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There is a gap between those who care about vulnerable children
and the foster families who need their support.
While 85% of people say they care about vulnerable children and want to help, most will
never become foster parents. The truth is that not everyone is called to take that step. But
we can all play a part in creating a support system for the families who directly care for our
vulnerable children.
The foster care system is not set up to address the factors that cause burnout or provide
holistic support and dignity to foster families, caregivers, biological families and children in
foster care.
But we are.
We, the 85% of us who care about vulnerable children in our community and are looking
for a way to help.
People just like you.
You can be that village of support that children and families need...and deserve.
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you can help
Imagine a village beyond the system.
What would it look like if this gap was closed? What does it mean for a community to surround vulnerable children and families with a
village of love and support?
It means:
• C
 hildren in foster care have their needs met from Day 1.
When a child is placed with a family, there are many needs that
need to be supplied at a moment’s notice. It’s rare that there
is much time to prepare. Foster families need beds, clothes,
strollers, etc. They need all the essentials that a biological
family would need to support a child based on their age.

children placed in their care. This includes trauma-informed
care for children, testifying to lawmakers about the needs of
children and families in the system and hosting community
forums to educate people on the needs and changing
perceptions surrounding foster care.

• F
 oster families and the children in their care receive holistic
support. Wraparound support is a term that describes a
complete approach to ensuring the foster family and child
have the best chance for success. Foster families and children
deserve a comprehensive approach that addresses their
practical, emotional and spiritual needs and a community to
help sustain them.

• Children receive a pathway to permanency. Foster care is
designed to be a bridge between a biological family in distress
and stable family permanency. Many times biological families
are able to be reunited once they have resolved the issues
that made it impossible for them to care for their children for
a season. What’s unfortunate is that many children get caught
in a cycle where they are in and out of foster care because
the root causes of why they ended up in the system are never
addressed. We can do better.

• C
 hildren in foster care receive advocates to stand for
them and their future. The ultimate goal is to change the
way communities care for vulnerable children. This begins
by making sure foster families can successfully care for the

These are the things the system can never provide...but you can,
when you step up to close this gap.
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If we want to see our city’s children in safe
and loving homes, end cycles of abuse
and neglect and see broken families made
whole, it’s going to take an all hands on
deck approach.

Chrystal Smith

FOSTER VILLAGE FOUNDER

Children and families need you to close the gap.
Foster Village bridges the gap between foster families and people like you who want to help, meeting practical needs and
providing holistic support beyond the system.
Your support makes sure foster families and children have their basic needs met, connects foster families to resources and to each
other and advocates for change in the system, creating a better future for our community, our children and the caregivers who raise
them.
When you partner with Foster Village, you directly:
• E
 quip caregivers with support. At Foster Village resource
centers, families and children can get beds, car seats, clothing,
school supplies, therapeutic tools and other basic necessities—
completely free. These resources are uniquely chosen
and assembled in a trauma-informed and developmentally
appropriate environment. Our resource centers also serve
as safe, home-like temporary housing for vulnerable children
awaiting foster placement.

• A
 dvocate for change in the system. The reasons a child ends
up in foster care are many, which is why full circle change is
needed. You can help us fight disconnection, injustice, trauma
and the other adversities facing families and create a better
future for all.

• C
 onnect families to each other. Foster families are
navigating a complex system and challenges that are unique
to fostering. By connecting foster families with other foster
families, biological families and trusted resources, families are
strengthened and empowered to continue fostering.

In fact, 90% of the families we serve cite the support they
receive from Foster Village as one of the primary reasons they
are able to keep fostering.

When you do this, you provide sustainable care and stop the
cycle of burnout among foster families.
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You can bring dignity to those in foster care and empower families to overcome adversity.
We believe children and families deserve more.
They deserve to know they are loved, that they matter and that they are worthy.
That’s why, with the support of a community of people like you, we do more than just meet the immediate needs of families in the child
welfare system. We also address the root causes and vulnerabilities that created the system in the first place.
We understand the dynamics of the system and the gaps because we are foster families ourselves. We’ve witnessed the needs — our
needs — that are not being met and have committed every day to being the change that children in foster care — our children —
deserve.
Together, we can help one family at a time re-imagine what it means to care for vulnerable children by:
• B
 ringing dignity to the system. The child welfare system
is often cold and utilitarian, addressing a problem but not
meeting emotional needs or fixing the root causes that create
the problem in the first place. We strive to bring dignity to the
children and families we serve, understanding the root causes
of why a child ends up in the foster care system and facilitating
relationships between foster families and biological families
when it is healthy and possible. We understand that isolation
and disconnect are the real villains, and we are here to make
sure no one feels alone.

• Creating an inclusive community where everyone can
belong. Everyone is welcome in our village. We serve foster
families and welcome volunteers from all backgrounds. We
know it takes everyone to bring the change needed, and we
are all in this together.
Today, Foster Village is a nationwide movement with affiliate
locations around the country. But it will always be based on deep
empathy for caregivers, an understanding of the foster care
system and the belief that children deserve more than a system;
they deserve a village.

• P
 roviding a holistic approach to care. Everything we do is
trauma-informed and developmentally appropriate, creating
safe, loving spaces for children in foster care and their families.
We understand the context around the child welfare system,
including the causes and effects of foster care and the social
framework that has created the system. Though our work is
focused on hands-on support of families today, we seek to
create a better future for our community’s vulnerable children
tomorrow.

Children and
families deserve more.
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What foster families tell us about the support they receive confirms the need is great – but
love is greater.

I think Foster Village uniquely understands and supports the WHOLE
family—the foster family, relatives and biological family. And they
understand the tensions and complexities of doing that. These children
and families are connected to us, and we are connected to them. The best
outcomes for everyone happen when we realize the healing power of love.
Foster Village exemplifies that.
-HALLIE

It’s always a little hectic when you get a new placement. These kids are
scared to death. You are trying to scramble to get things together at the
last minute to make your home ready for the age and gender of the child
who is being placed in your care. Foster Village has literally had supplies
and is able to be there with supplies within 24-hours of a new placement.
-KIMBERLEY

 oster Village came alongside us over and over again during our foster
F
care journey. Every time we got a new placement, they were there the
same or next day with bags full of everything we needed. They also do an
amazing job of connecting foster families together to walk through this
difficult role together. We are so thankful for the Foster Village team.
- ZACH

They were able to provide everything we needed to be able to care for our
emergency placements: toddler beds, mattresses, clothes, shoes, a baby
monitor and even put in some fun books and toys into the mix. And they did
all of this in record time when the items were needed most.
- C H A N TA L

You guys made this transition in my life awesome. I truly appreciate
everything you have done and am truly grateful and blessed.
- KOMEKA
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Your generosity will change the future of an entire vulnerable
population of children.
Children in foster care are bright, capable and strong. And when they are surrounded
by the love and care they need to feel safe and secure as well as given the tools to be
successful, they can:
•
•
•
•

Break the cycle of trauma that leads to homelessness, incarceration and addiction
Heal from abuse and/or neglect, become resilient and thrive in life
Overcome adversity and reach their God-given potential
Become outstanding daughters, sons, parents and members of our communities

But their foster families can’t do it alone.
They need you to assure them that someone is advocating on their behalf and working
with them to create a personal support system that will sustain them through the ups and
downs of foster care.

TOTAL CHILDREN SERVED

742

n
i
t
s
Au
IN 2020 JUST IN

requests fulfilled for homes
caring for children entering
foster care (average
request valued at $600
in necessities)

Over 6,000 hours of safe
haven shelter provided
for over 60 children ages
4-18 awaiting suitable
foster homes

208

100

hours of Caregiver Support
(virtual) Gatherings,
trainings, therapy sessions
and workshops
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holistic support provided to
over 100 reunifying families

Thanks to you, Foster Village is changing the todays and tomorrows
for foster families and vulnerable children.
But we need to do more. And we need the generosity of people like you to help us expand
our programs and reach thousands of new vulnerable children and families around the
nation.
Your gift today will help us:
• M
 eet critical needs and provide holistic wraparound support to over 4,000 children
impacted by foster care in the Austin area
• P
 rovide vulnerable children with safe havens in our resource centers while they await
foster placement
• S
 ee lasting permanency for the more than 70% of children reunited with relatives, with
direct support and financial assistance to at least 10 families being mentored through our
Partners in Permanency initiative
• A
 dvocate for sustainable and lasting improvements to our child welfare system and
enlist over 1,000 local volunteers to fill the gaps as needed
• T
 rain and launch at least five more affiliate locations nationwide
And that’s just over the next two years. This is what we can accomplish together. This is the
power of a village.

F INANCIAL ACC OUNTABIL ITY

A NN UA L R E V EN U E BY YEAR

2017

2018

2019

2020
ANTICIPATED

OUR
2021
NEED

$330,147
$464,437

74%

$763,709

21%

$950,000

5%

$1,200,000
P R O G R A MS

O P E R AT ION S

FU N D R A ISIN G
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Not everyone can foster. But everyone can do something.
Imagine if Maggie and Miguel had a Foster Village to call on that first overwhelming night
with Ella.
Imagine if Ella could have been met with clothes, toiletries and toys tailor picked for her,
along with therapeutic support and mentoring to help her navigate the fear and uncertainty
of transitioning into foster care.
And imagine if Maggie and Miguel didn’t have to rely on the busy caseworker for support
but could instead reach out to a network of other foster families who could help them
navigate the system, care for Ella and offer them emotional support on the days they
wanted to give up.
It’s not hard to imagine because it’s happening every day in Austin and beyond through
Foster Village.
Foster families are being sustained.
Vulnerable children are getting the unconditional love they need to overcome trauma
and adversity.
And entire generations of families are being transformed through the love and support of
a village.
You can make a forever difference in the life of a child by providing them with the village
of support they deserve. And when you prevent a vulnerable child from being lost in the
system, you give them the opportunity to break the cycle and ensure their trauma isn’t
passed on to the next generation.
Will you stand with us and the families of these vulnerable children so they have the
chance to know and experience the safety, security and stability that can only come
from knowing you are loved?

The change
begins with you
SAY YES—FOR ELLA.
For Maggie and Miguel. And for all
the children and families who are
waiting for a community of people
like you to be their village.
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Ways you can give
BY DON OR ADV I S E D FU N D O R C H A R I TA BL E
STOCK DON AT I O N S :

BY MAIL :

Email chrystal@fostervillageaustin.org with questions.

BY P HO N E: 	Please call our office at 512.599.4144, and
someone from our team can help process
your gift.
O N L IN E:

	Gifts can be mailed to 15400 Fitzhugh Rd
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

www.fostervillageaustin.org

EIN 81-31 438 8 1

There is a heart passion and calling behind Foster Village.
It’s genuine. That makes all the difference in the world.

Eric

BUSINESS SUPPORTER & DONOR

Questions?

Please contact us at info@fostervillageaustin.org or call us
at 512.599.4144. We’d love to hear from you.
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If you need help developing your case for support
contact us here.
Or call at 615-373-6990

